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A Division of the Association of Classical Christian Schools (ACCS) 

Philosophy  

In medieval France, under the trade guilds, a Compagnon was a master tradesman who traveled 
as part of a brotherhood alongside journeymen to advance their skills across the country. Mainly 
for architecture, but in other trades as well, this system created the masterpieces of art and 
architecture notable from that period. The ACCS recalls this brotherhood in another context -- 
classical Christian education. And, in another time -- one that critically needs classical Christian 
education at scale. We are classical educators who come alongside classical educators in the 
pursuit of the classical Christian renewal.  

Compagnon Consulting from the ACCS stands apart because we help you focus on the practical, 
real-world execution of excellence in a classical Christian school. Over decades of accreditation, 
our network has amassed the experts, talent, and perseverance to bring schools to a recognized 
level of excellence. The Compagnon consulting program is based in the ACCS accrediting 
standards. These standards have been honed and are regularly improved by the ACCS 
Commission on Standards for Accreditation. They are recognized by a number of entities as 
leading indicators of successful classical schools.  

Unlike other school consulting services, we bring the insight of our member school data analysis 
system, unite knowledge with seasoned professionals who work exclusively in classical Christian 
education, and advise clients without the influence of progressive educational models. We only 
consult with classical Christian schools. No other consultancy brings this unique combination to 
the table.  

Compagnon Consulting is committed to: 
 
1. Building for Christ and His Kingdom 
2. The classical Christian tradition without modern education influence  
3. Observable standards that make a significant difference in real schools  

To accomplish this, Compagnon Consulting offers several categories of targeted services for 
classical Christian schools with diverse needs at various stages of development. We offer mass 
webinars, group coaching, individual mentoring, school board training, strategic planning, a 
start-up accelerator for school founders, deep engagement to strengthen the core of maturing 
schools, wisdom to refine mature schools into cathedral schools, and special project assistance. 
Many of our services will be augmented by video content and all of our services will follow 
guidelines and thoughtfully designed curriculum that aligns with ACCS Accreditation standards. 
All services and consultants are evaluated for effectiveness, advancement of ACCS mission, 
adherence to ACCS standards of accreditation, and encouragement of Christian living. 


